Enjoy your new VISE-GRIP 6LC TOOLBOX tool. You will find hundreds of uses for this tool, and like all VISE-GRIP tools, it will provide a lifetime of use.

How the VISE-GRIP 6LC TOOLBOX Multi-Purpose Tool Works

1. The bit holder locks in two positions, 90° and 180°. The dual edge knife blade locks only in the 180° position. The scraper blade does not lock. Only one implement should be opened and used at any one time.

2. To unlock either implement, simply press down on the raised scraper blade located next to the knife.

3. To unlock the VISE-GRIP locking pliers, just push down on the handle.

4. The VISE-GRIP 6LC TOOLBOX has the following functions:

   - Wire Cutter
   - 6LC Locking Pliers
   - 1/4" Bit Holder with Slotted and Phillips Double-End Bit
   - Dual-Edge Knife Blade
   - Wire Stripper
   - Scraping Blade

   In addition, the bit holder will also accept 1/4" shank power bits, nutsetters, and socket adapters.

Safe Use

Always make sure that the implement or blade is locked in place before starting work. Each implement is designed for specific functions and should only be used for these tasks. The dual edge knife blade is very sharp, so be careful not to cut yourself opening and closing the knife. Use the knife with respect and care. Failure to follow warnings may result in bodily injury.

WARNING: Improper use can cause serious injury. Always wear safety goggles to protect your eyes and wear other appropriate safety items for protection.

Avoid Tool Misuse—Never Do the Following:

- Use the cutting blades as prybars, screwdrivers, punches, or chisels
- Hammer on the blades, implements, or handles
- Throw the tool
- Sharpen the blades or implements on a power-driven grinding wheel
- Expose tool to extreme heat or fire
- Clean the tool in corrosive substances

Proper Care

Always keep your VISE-GRIP® 6LC™ TOOLBOX™ clean and dry. Oil periodically, especially after use in a wet environment. After cleaning, oil pivot pins and joints to ensure smooth operation.